Many genetic manipulations are limited by difficulty in obtaining adequate levels of protein expression. Bioinformatic and experimental studies have identified nucleotide sequence features that may increase expression, however it is difficult to assess the relative influence of these features. Zebrafish embryos are rapidly injected with calibrated doses of mRNA, enabling the effects of multiple sequence changes to be compared in vivo. Using RNAseq and microarray data, we identified a set of genes that are highly expressed in zebrafish embryos and systematically analyzed for enrichment of sequence features correlated with levels of protein expression. We then tested enriched features by embryo microinjection and functional tests of multiple protein reporters. Codon selection, releasing factor recognition sequence and specific introns and 3 untranslated regions each increased protein expression between 1.5-and 3-fold. These results suggested principles for increasing protein yield in zebrafish through biomolecular engineering. We implemented these principles for rational gene design in software for codon selection (CodonZ) and plasmid vectors incorporating the most active non-coding elements. Rational gene design thus significantly boosts expression in zebrafish, and a similar approach will likely elevate expression in other animal models.
INTRODUCTION
Many DNA and RNA sequence features have been identified that influence protein expression in different cell types and organisms. Increased expression may result from species-specific optimal codon usage (1), repeatedly using a given transfer RNA (tRNA) (2) , the preferred release factor tetranucleotide recognition sequence (3), mRNA splicing (4), post-transcriptional regulatory elements (PREs) (5) , the nucleotides flanking the AUG initiator codon (6) and use of 3 untranslated regions (3 UTRs) from robustly expressed genes (7) . In contrast, features that may reduce expression include a high frequency of rare codons (8) , mRNA degradation sequences (9) , cryptic splice sites (10) and strong mRNA secondary structure near the translational initiation site (11) . Most of these features have been studied individually in bacteria, yeast or mammalian cell lines limiting the possibility of comparing the relative contribution of each feature to protein expression levels. Due to the expense and technical difficulty of making large numbers of genetically modified animals, few studies have examined the contribution of multiple sequence features to gene expression in vivo (7, 12) . Zebrafish are a suitable system for comparing factors that influence expression: embryos are easily injected with defined doses of synthetic mRNA and large numbers of transgenic larvae can be efficiently produced using transposon-based techniques (13) .
During embryonic development in zebrafish, cell division occurs very rapidly such that by 24 h post fertilization (hpf), embryos are highly differentiated and even capable of basic motor behaviors. The rapid pace of development likely requires that endogenous genes are efficiently transcribed and translated. Because the processing and export of mRNAs are rate-limiting steps for protein production during vertebrate embryogenesis (14) , selective pressure may enrich for sequence features that maximize protein expression levels from available mRNA transcripts. In order to compare the relative contribution of different sequence features to protein expression levels, we first searched for features that were e48 Nucleic Acids Research, 2015, Vol. 43, No. 7 PAGE 2 OF 14 likely to influence gene expression by identifying characteristics of highly expressed genes during zebrafish embryonic development. To measure the effect of these features on expression, we generated a series of synthetic mRNAs and transgenes incorporating these characteristics and microinjected them into embryos. Protein extracts were made at least 24 h after injection, thereby sampling from numerous cell types so that the effect of sequence features was assessed globally rather than in specialized cell populations. To ensure that the injected constructs were biologically active, we used functional reporter assays, analyzed by western blot with fluorescent-dye-coupled antibody detection to allow a quantitative comparison of the contribution of sequence features to protein expression levels.
These findings have enabled us to quantitatively compare the relative influence of different DNA features on protein expression in vivo. Importantly, this data validates new software and plasmid vector backbones for gene design based on rational principles. Experiments using transgenic animals increasingly rely on the expression of multiple genetic elements to influence cell structure and function with a high level of spatiotemporal specificity (15, 16) . We expect that these reagents will facilitate the construction of synthetic genes to reliably increase protein expression in vivo and thereby enable sophisticated genetic manipulations for a wide variety of research applications.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid cloning
Genbank accession numbers for zebrafish codon-modified cDNAs: Cer.zf1 (KM458762), Cre.zf1 (KM458763), Gal4FF.zf1 (KM458764), NfsB.zf1 (KM458765), TagRFPT.zf1 (KM458766) and Tol1.zf1 (KM458767). Template DNA used for zebrafish codon-modified versions of these genes was synthesized (Genscript). Control and codon-modified cDNAs were cloned into the pCS2+ vector using the same restriction sites for each pair after polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification from parent vectors. Template DNA for control genes was: Nfsb, 14XUAS:NfsB-mCherry (17) ; TagRFP-T, UAS:TagRFP-T (kind gift of Brant Weinstein); Cre, pBS185 CMV-Cre (Addgene Plasmid 11916) (18) ; Gal4ff, pT2khspGFF (19) ; Tol1, pHel105 (20) (Cosmo Bio); Cer, pmCER (Addgene plasmid 15214) (21) . For Cer, QuikChange (Stratagene) was used to modify a single codon for amino acid 207, changing it from a K to an A for consistency with GenBank sequence (AM773751.1) as used to synthesize Cer.zf1. Analysis of the zebrafish codon-modified version of NsfB, including the data on embryo death, was previously described as part of an effort to increase neuronal ablation efficiency (22) . To test the effect of introns on expression, first a HuC:Cer transgene was constructed in a vector with Tol1 transposon arms, using the HuC promoter (chr3:46858745-46855606, Zv9, includes 5 UTR) to drive Cer. Introns from the ubc and zgc:77112 genes were synthesized as gblocks (IDT) and cloned into HuC:Cer, 360 bp downstream of the transcriptional start site. For testing the β-globin intron, we used UAS:GCaMP3-2a-mCherry and UAS:BGi-GCaMP3-2a-mCherry plasmids (23) . For testing translation termination tetranucleotide sequences, first the Cer-UAAU-TagRFPT construct was generated by PCR amplifying TagRFPT and cloning it into an XbaI site following the stop codon in the pCS2+ Cer plasmid above, such that the open reading frame for TagRFPT begins 21 nucleotides after the Cer stop codon. The Cer-UAGG-TagRFPT and Cer-UAAA-TagRFPT plasmids were then made using QuikChange. For testing the optimized woodchuck hepatitis virus post-transcriptional regulatoryelement (OPRE) using mRNA injections, we PCR amplified OPRE from pENTR-L5-oPRE-L2 (Addgene 32414) (24) , and cloned it into an XbaI site in the 3 UTR of the pCS2+ TagRFPT plasmid described above. For testing OPRE in transgenic fish, we generated a nitroreductase-TagRFPT fusion cDNA and cloned it into pT1UMP (23) to make a UAS:NTR-TagRFPT plasmid, then cloned OPRE from pENTR-L5-oPRE-L2 into a SpeI site in the 3 UTR before the antifreeze terminator. For testing 3 UTRs, the SV40 3 UTR in pCS2+ TagRFPT was replaced with: 3 UTR from zebrafish gnb2l1 (NCBI accession NM 131444; amplified from genomic DNA with primers 5-gccttttctaatgtctgaataaaatcc, 5-ttcccagaagctgttaacttg), 3 UTR from zebrafish rps26 (NM 200025; amplified using primers 5-ctggagccgtttacataattttt, 5cacaatatactgaaaaacatcccact), the p10 3 UTR from pJFRC28 (Addgene 36431) (7) , the ocean pout antifreeze protein 3 UTR from pT2.2 (25, 26) (kind gift of Yusuke Kamachi) and the rabbit β-globin 3 UTR from pCAG-CreERT2 (Addgene 14797) (27) . pCS2z was derived from pCS2 TagRFPT-afp-UTR by replacing TagRFPT with a polylinker between the BamHI and XhoI sites (5gatcccatcgattcgaattcaaggcctctagagccaccatggggtaactcgag) . TagRFPT was also cloned into the BglII site of pSP64T (28) (kind gift of Tom Sargent). pT1UciMP was derived from pT1UMP with the addition of the ubc intron gblock. For pT1QciMP, the 14xUAS-E1b in pT1UciMP was replaced with a 5xQUAS-E1b cassette from p5E-QUAS (29) . Plasmids are available from Addgene (www.addgene.org) and additional details of construction are available on request.
Fish husbandry
Transgenic line Tg(βactin:loxP-GFP-lynTagRFPT)y272 (␤actin:Switch) was constructed by first making a UAS:Switch construct by PCR of Enhanced Green Fluorescent Protein (EGFP) from pT2KXIG in (30) , adding lox sites to the primers and subcloning the lox-GFP-lox cassette into UAS:lyn-TagRFPT (23) . For the ␤actin:Switch plasmid, the UAS-E1b promoter was then replaced with the ␤actin2 promoter, PCR amplified from P5E-␤actin2 (31) . Transgenic βactin:Switch fish were generated by Tol1 transgenesis as previously described (23) and bred to isolate single insertions. The UAS:nls-GFP used here is Tg(UAS-E1b:BGi-NLS-emGFP)y262 (32) . Et(SCP1:Gal4FF)y271 is an enhancer trap line with broad neuronal expression of Gal4ff isolated in an enhancer trap screen (33) . Lines were maintained on a Tubingen long fin background. Zebrafish protocols were approved by the NICHD animal care and use committee.
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Nucleic Acids Research, 2015, Vol. 43, No. 7 e48 Microinjection Capped RNA was synthesized using the standard Ambion SP6 mMessage kit protocol. Linearized plasmid DNA was cleaned using Qiagen Gel extraction clean up kit and 1 g of linearized DNA was used for synthesis. mRNA transcripts were purified using an RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen), concentration determined using a Nanodrop and stored at −80 • C before use. Plasmid DNA and mRNAs were diluted in ultra-pure water with a final concentration of 0.2 M KCl (see Supplementary Table S1 for a summary of concentrations), and microinjectors calibrated so that reagents were injected in a 1 nl volume. Injections were performed on single-cell stage zebrafish embryos using a PV820 Pneumatic Picopump microinjector. mRNAs were injected into the yolk, and plasmid DNA for transgenesis experiments into the cell at the one cell stage. Transgenic larvae were made using Tol1 transposon mediated transgenesis (20) . For each protein measurement, we performed a minimum of three biological replicates. For each replicate, an independent injection needle was calibrated and new clutch of embryos used. To further increase reliability, control and experimental constructs compared within each biological replicate were injected into siblings from the same clutch of embryos. Embryos that developed abnormally were not used for analysis. The transposon-based method produces significant variability in expression levels between larvae due to differences in the number of copies and integration sites of the transgene. To ensure larvae were randomly sampled, embryos with any fluorescence were identified at 24 hpf, raised to 5 or 7 days post-fertilization (dpf) then blindly sorted into pools of 10-20 larvae per biological replicate.
Protein extraction and quantitative western analysis
Pools of embryos or larvae were collected for each biological replicate. Protein lysis buffer was prepared using 9.5 ml 2x Laemmli Sample buffer and 0.5 ml betamercaptoethanol and a complete mini protease inhibitor tablet (Roche). Twenty microliter of lysis buffer was added per zebrafish embryo/larva and samples were manually homogenized. Protein expression levels relative to a coinjected control mRNA or ␣-tubulin as appropriate were measured by western blot using fluorescent infrared-dyecoupled antibodies which have a much larger linear range than chemiluminescent detection (34) . For western analysis, 20 l of each sample was loaded into a 4-12% Bis-Tris gel and separated by sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis then transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes. For blots comparing biological replicates, all immunoblotting steps were performed in parallel to ensure consistency. After transfer blots were blocked with a 5% w/v dried milk in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) with 0.05% Tween-20 (PBST) for 1 h at room temperature, then incubated overnight at 4 • C with the primary antibody in PBST with 2.5% w/v dried milk. Primary antibodies were: anti-EGFP (1:1000, sc-9996, Santa Cruz), anti-TagRFP (1:1000, NC9044899, Evrogen), anti-mCherry (1:1000, 1C51, Abcam) and anti-␣-tubulin (1:2000, DM1A, Sigma) as a loading control. Secondary detection was performed with infrared dye conjugated antibodies (Rockland): anti-rabbit IR 700 (611-132-003); anti-rabbit IR 800 (611-130-122) and anti-mouse IR 800 (610-132-121). Secondary antibodies were diluted at 1:2000 in a 2.5% w/v dried milk PBST solution and applied for 1 h at room temperature. Imaging and band measurement was performed with a LiCor Odyssey CLx imaging system by an individual blind to the identity of the samples. For each protein, the primary measure of expression was the protein signal relative to ␣-tubulin. We normalized measurements to the mean of the control groups in order to compare the magnitude of the effects derived from different sequence manipulations.
Bioinformatics
Zebrafish, mouse and human Refseq databases were downloaded from NCBI at ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/. Analyses were restricted to protein encoding genes. To identify highly expressed genes in zebrafish, we used the NCBI GEO database to retrieve microarray-derived expression data for 12 hpf (GDS3719) and 24 hpf (GDS3464) embryos (35, 36) . The Refseq database was searched for matching entries to identify the 200 most highly expressed genes, excluding ribosomal and mitochondrial proteins, in each set for which complete open reading frames were present, yielding sets 'Hi-12' (12 hpf embryos) and 'Hi-24' (24 hpf embryos). Genes in these groups overlapped significantly, with 126 genes appearing in both (Supplementary Figure S1a ). By 12 h of development, zebrafish embryos are overtly differentiated and thus it is likely that mRNAs with high expression in whole embryo extracts are strongly expressed in multiple cell types. Therefore, to sample from embryos at stages where fewer cell types are present, we analyzed highthroughput sequence data on pooled RNA from embryos between 2.5 and 6 hpf (B. Feldman, unpublished results). For the early RNA group ('Hi-6'), 150 non-ribosomal sequences were in the top 99th percentile of expression and were designated as highly expressed genes. Forty-one of these appeared in either or both of the microarray groups. Ribosomal genes were identified from the NCBI Refseq database by matching the string 'ribosomal protein' in the Definition field, and excluding ribosomal protein kinases. For mouse, the Himix set comprised 368 genes that were the non-redundant set of the top 100 genes from four microarray studies (excluding gene predictions and ribosomal genes) and 85 ribosomal genes. The microarray sets represented gene expression data for wildtype (or treatment control) extracts from blastocysts (GDS578 (37) and GDS3958, (38)), E9.5 embryo heads (GDS3442, (39)) and E10.5 embryos (GDS4028, (40) ). Only genes with complete open reading frames were analyzed and where a gene had multiple transcript variants, only the variant annotated as 'variant 1' was used. Codon usage frequencies from the zebrafish and mouse Refseq groups closely matched previously published values for these species (R 2 = 0.995 and 0.996 respectively) (41) . Optimal codon usage was calculated as the percentage of codons using the most frequent synonymous codon out of all codons for which synonymous choices are available (i.e., all but Met, Trp). tRNA gene predictions for zebrafish were downloaded from the Lowe lab database (http://gtrnadb.ucsc.edu/), derived from the program tRNAscan-SE (42) . Sequence logos were generated using WebLogo (43) . For calculating the minimum e48 Nucleic Acids Research, 2015, Vol. 43, No. 7 PAGE 4 OF 14 energy folding structure between nucleotides −4 and +37 relative to the start codon, we used the hybrid-ss-min program from the UNAFold package (44) . For analyzing introns, we downloaded the GFF3 file containing Refseq annotations on zebrafish Zv9 genome sequence from ftp:// ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/D rerio/GFF. Our estimate of intron density (4.0 per 1 kb of exon sequence) for zebrafish is low compared to a previous analysis (6.7 per kb) (45) , but the earlier analysis used 245 genes with identifiable orthologues in all major Eukaryotic groups and may have therefore enriched for genes with a distinct genomic architecture.
Software
Software for codon selection is written as IDL runtime code and thus runs under the freely available IDL Virtual Machine (available at http://www.exelisvis.com). CodonZ can be downloaded from our website (https://science.nichd.nih. gov/confluence/display/burgess/Software). Installation and operation instructions are provided in Supplementary Fig 
Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS (IBM Software) and Gnumeric (http://projects.gnome.org/gnumeric/). Box plots show median and quartiles; whiskers show minimum and maximum values with outliers (represented as circles) excluded. For bioinformatic analyses, due to the large number of data points we used a significance level of 0.001 after Bonferroni correction, whereas for comparisons of experimentally derived data we used a significance level of 0.05. All tests are two sided. For experimental manipulations, the N reported in the figure legends refers to the number of biological replicates for each construct (where each replicate was derived from 10-20 larvae, as described above). Graphs show mean and standard error of the mean.
RESULTS
Codon use bias in highly expressed genes
We identified a set of genes that are expressed highly in zebrafish from three independent data sources representing gene expression profiles at 6, 12 and 24 hpf. Because ribosomal genes are highly expressed in eukaryotes (46)--and indeed appeared among the top entries in the gene expression data--we added 86 ribosomal genes ('Ribo'). Together, these four sets comprised 469 unique genes, which we refer to as the 'Himix' set (Supplementary Figure S1a) . As a comparison group, we used all zebrafish genes in the NCBI Refseq database for which complete open reading frames were present (the 'Refseq' group, comprising 25903 genes).
We first searched for biased patterns of codon usage by highly expressed genes. The 20 amino acids are encoded by 61 codons, and 18 amino acids have multiple synonymous codons. Highly expressed genes show distinct patterns of codon selection (47) and the Translational Efficiency Hypothesis proposes that there is strong positive selection for codon usage that increases translation initiation and the rate of peptide elongation (1). To determine whether highly expressed genes in zebrafish show a distinct pattern of codon bias, we tabulated codon use frequencies for the Refseq group and for highly expressed genes (Supplementary Figure S1b ). Overall, relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU) was correlated between highly expressed genes and the Refseq set (Pearson r = 0.95, P < 0.001; Figure 1a , Supplementary Figure S1c-f), indicating that the general pattern of codon use for highly expressed genes is similar to other genes. Nevertheless, the RSCU for 45 codons was statistically different between the Refseq and Himix sets (X 2 test, P < 0.001), indicating that individual codons are differentially used by highly expressed genes.
We assessed whether the pattern of codon bias in highly expressed genes best matched a particular model for codon selection. Because each codon is translated at a rate determined by the abundance of matching charged tRNA isoacceptors, it has been proposed that codon use frequency matches the relative abundance of tRNA isoacceptors (48, 49) . The expression level of zebrafish tRNAs has not been reported, however in other species, tRNA genomic copy number has been used as a proxy for tRNA expression levels (49) . Many individual tRNAs can decode multiple synonymous codons, due to non Watson-Crick pairing ('wobble decoding') between the third codon nucleotide and the first base in the tRNA anticodon (50) . Wobble decoding is strongly influenced by a variety of tRNA posttranscriptional modifications that have not been characterized in zebrafish. We therefore assumed that the principles of the Modified Wobble Hypothesis (51) operate in zebrafish and applied these rules to calculate the total abundance of possible decoder tRNAs for each codon. Supporting this assumption, when tRNA:codon match was adjusted by using the Modified Wobble Hypothesis, the correlation of relative tRNA copy number per codon to the RSCU was increased (Supplementary Figure S1g and h; unadjusted, R 2 = 0.27; adjusted R 2 = 0.64). We then calculated the tRNA Adaptation Index (TAI) for each gene, a measure of how well the distribution of codons used for each gene matches the abundance of tRNA decoders. TAIs were similar across groups, with a small but significant increase seen in the Himix set only due to ribosomal proteins (Supplementary Figure S1I ).
An alternate model for codon selection is the Optimal Codon hypothesis which posits that selection favors repeatedly using the codon that has the highest matching tRNA decoder content for each amino acid (1). This theory predicts that in highly expressed genes the most common codon for each amino acid should be used at a higher frequency than for other genes. For each gene set we therefore first identified the most frequently used codon for that set (here referred to as the 'optimal codon'), then calculated an optimal codon use score (the fraction of codons that are optimal) per gene. All four groups of highly expressed genes showed a significantly greater use of optimal codons, compared to the Refseq gene set ( Figure S1b and c). Highly expressed genes in zebrafish thus share a biased pattern of codon usage with enrichment for a single optimal codon for each amino acid. 
Minor codon usage
We next assessed whether specific codons are avoided. In Escherichia coli, very infrequently used rare codons significantly impede translation (8, 52) . Although no codons showed extreme depletion in zebrafish, codon usage (CU) showed a bimodal distribution with 13 'minor' codons (excluding stop codons) each occurring at <1% of the total CU (Supplementary Figure S2a) . Highly expressed genes showed a significant tendency to avoid 10 of the 13 minor codons (Figure 1d and e ). Four codons were depleted in all four high expression groups compared to the Refseq set and were operationally designated as 'rare codons' (Leu-UUA, Leu-CUA, Ser-UCG and Ile-AUA; Supplementary Figure  S2b -f). Infrequently used codons may influence translation most when clustered at the start of the coding sequence (8) and in yeast a ramp of low codon adaptation in the first 50 codons of mRNA transcripts regulates translation initiation (53) . Similarly, minor codons were relatively abundant at the start of the coding sequence in zebrafish transcripts (Figure 1f) .
Codon selection is also influenced by genome-wide structural features that are determined in part by dinucleotide content (54) . In mammals, both coding and non-coding sequences show a reduced frequency of CG and UA dinu-cleotides (54, 55) . These dinucleotides were also selectively depleted in zebrafish, including in the 3-1 position (third base of one codon and first base of the next) showing that codon selection is influenced by a bias against adjacent codons creating CG or UA dinucleotides (Supplementary Figure S3 ).
Translation termination and initiation sequences
Translation start and stop sequences can strongly influence expression. The nucleotide following the stop codon is strongly biased (3), most likely because stop codons are part of a four-nucleotide translation termination sequence, recognized by release factor eRF1 when releasing the polypeptide chain from the ribosome (56) . The stop codon and next nucleotide have been shown to influence the efficiency of translation termination (57) and because termination is linked through ribosome recycling to reinitiation of protein synthesis from the AUG, inefficient stop codons have been shown to yield reduced protein levels (58) . Conversely, highly expressed genes tend to have a preference for a particular tetranucleotide (59). In zebrafish highly expressed genes preferentially used the stop codon UAA in contrast to other genes that most frequently used UGA (Supple- mentary Figure S1b ). The nucleotide after the stop codon was most frequently an A (Figure 2a-d) , a tendency that was significantly enhanced in highly expressed genes (Figure 2b ; X 2 = 26.4, P < 0.001). Comparing the frequency of usage of all 12 possible stop tetranucleotides, UAAA was strongly enriched in highly expressed genes whereas four tetranucleotides were significantly depleted in highly expressed genes (Figure 2e ), including the tetranucleotide UAGG that was also the least frequently used in the Refseq set.
The Kozak consensus sequence RCCAUGG flanking the initiator AUG (underlined) increases the efficiency of translation initiation by ribosomes in mammalian cells, with the presence of a purine residue in the −3 position being particularly important (6) . Enrichment for G in the +4 position is not thought to modulate the efficiency of translation initiation but reflects constraints on the second amino acid of the peptide chain (60) . In the Himix set, 97% of transcripts used a purine in the −3 position, a strong enrichment compared to the Refseq set (87%, X 2 = 40.1, P < 0.001; Figure 2f and g). The consensus for the 6 nucleotides preceding the AUG was GUAAAC and GCCAAC in the Refseq and Himix sets respectively, while the most frequently used sequence in the Himix set was GCCAUC (Figure 2g ).
Translation initiation is impaired when strong secondary structure for nucleotides −4 to +37 (relative to the AUG) reduces accessibility for the ribosome (11, 61) . In other parts of the transcript, local mRNA structure is not generally a major determinant of the rate of translation elongation since the ribosome processively destabilizes the mRNA (62, 63) . The mean free energy of the minimum energy structure (dG) at 28 • C for zebrafish transcripts was 2 kcal/mol greater than for mouse or human transcripts, suggesting that nucleotide sequence has adapted to reduce secondary structure at the typical environmental temperatures that zebrafish inhabit (16.5-33 • C (64); Figure 3a ). Highly expressed genes showed a small but significant tendency for a more open mRNA structure than other genes (Figure 3a and b).
Non-coding sequences
Protein expression levels are influenced by specializations in non-coding regions, including in 3 UTR and intronic sequence. The 3 UTR of mRNA influences protein expression through multiple pathways, including regulatory sequence motifs and secondary structure that affect the efficiency of polyadenylation, transcript stability, mRNA localization and ribosome recycling (65) . In general longer 3 UTRs have been associated with lower levels of protein expression (66) . Consistent with this, 3 UTRs were significantly shorter in highly expressed genes in zebrafish (Figure 3c ).
Transgene expression in mice and Drosophila is also increased by the presence of an intron (67, 68) . We found an average of 8.96 introns per gene in the Refseq set, close to the reported value of 8.93 for zebrafish (69) . Although highly expressed genes had only 6.51 introns per gene, exon lengths were also smaller, resulting in a significantly higher intron density (Refseq, 4.0 ± 2.2 introns per 1 kb of exon sequence; Himix 5.0 ± 2.3; P < 0.001). Moreover, in the Refseq set, 3.5% of genes had no intronic sequence, similar to the reported 4.5% of intronless genes in humans (70), whereas only 0.44% of highly expressed genes were intronless (Figure 3d ; X 2 = 40.1, P < 0.001). Thus highly expressed genes in zebrafish tend to contain at least one intron and introns are maintained at a higher density than other genes.
Increasing functional protein expression through codon selection
Together, these findings indicated that coding sequences for genes that are highly expressed in zebrafish display distinct nucleotide features: increased use of the most frequently used codon for each amino acid, depletion of minor codons, biased use of initiation and terminator sequences and a more open mRNA secondary structure in the region including the translation start site ( Table 1) . We repeated these analyses on genes that are highly expressed during mouse embryonic development. Optimal codon usage was elevated for highly expressed genes in mouse, although unlike zebrafish, Refseq and Himix sets employed the same set of optimal codons (Supplementary Figure S4a-c) . As for zebrafish, a discrete set of minor codons was depleted, but not in the first 60-100 nucleotides of the coding sequence (Supplementary Figure S4d -g) and CG and TA dinucleotides were avoided (Supplementary Figure S4h) . The most common stop tetranucleotide in highly expressed genes was the same as for zebrafish, UAAa (Supplementary Figure S4i) . Highly expressed genes tended toward a slightly more open mRNA structure in the region surrounding the start codon (Supplementary Figure S4j) and more frequently used the canonical Kozak sequence GCCACC ( Supplementary Figure S4k) . The similar set of nucleotide sequence biases for highly expressed genes in mouse supports the idea that these sequence features contribute to high protein expression.
We then developed software (CodonZ, Supplementary  Figure S5 ) for engineering gene sequences based on the patterns of nucleotide bias found in highly expressed genes (Ta- (71, 72) .
We used CodonZ to design codon-modified versions of genes that are frequently used in zebrafish experiments. We synthesized codon-modified versions of six genes: Cerulean (Cer), Cre recombinase (Cre), Gal4ff, NfsB, TagRFPT and Tol1 transposase (Tol1). Control versions were derived from commonly used plasmid clones containing these genes. These genes are heterologous to zebrafish and, except for TagRFPT, contain at least one feature below threshold for native highly expressed genes ( Supplementary Table S2 ). We e48 Nucleic Acids Research, 2015, Vol. 43, No Initiator structure refers to free energy of the minimum energy structure for nucleotides −4 to +37 relative to the start codon and was calculated at 28 • C for zebrafish and 37 • C for mouse.
then microinjected defined amounts of capped mRNA for each gene and extracted protein at 24 h of development (Figure 4a ). We measured protein activity using functional assays as our primary assay rather than measurement of protein levels for two reasons: first, robust antibodies were not available for each of the proteins and introducing an epitope tag risked interfering with protein function. Second, modifying codon use may alter levels of the protein product without increasing biological activity due to impairments in co-translational folding (63, 73) . (i) Cer was derived from cyan fluorescent protein (21), a human codon optimized version of Aequorea victoria green fluorescent protein (GFP) with blue-shift mutations. The zebrafish-modified sequence has a more relaxed secondary structure surrounding the translation start site, a change that enhanced expression of GFP in E. coli (11) . Consistent with this, embryos injected with zebrafish Cer showed stronger fluorescence corresponding to a 1.6-fold increase in protein expression (Figure 4b and c ). (ii) TagRFPT is a photostabilized version of human codon optimized eqFP578 from Entacmaea quadricolor (74) . TagRFPT did not show below threshold codon use for any parameters but used the stop tetranucleotide TGAG which is depleted in highly expressed genes. After microinjection, the zebrafish version did not show obviously greater fluorescence or a significant increase in protein expression by western blot (Figure 4d ). (iii) Cre is a protein derived from bacteriophage P1 widely used for site-specific recombination between lox sites (18) . Native Cre has an excess of minor and rare codons, was below threshold for optimal codon usage and used the rarely used stop tetranucleotide TAGG. Cre mRNA was injected into transgenic embryos containing a ␤Actin:lox-GFP-lox-TagRFPT cassette (␤Actin:Switch), such that Cre-mediated recombination between lox sites results in TagRFPT expression. The zebrafish version produced a 1.5-fold increase in TagRFPT protein expression ( Figure 4e ). (iv) Gal4ff was engineered from the transcriptional activator Gal4 by replacing the native activator domain with a dimer of the minimal VP16 transactivation domain (19) . The control version had an excess of minor and rare codons. Microinjection of Gal4ff mRNA into UAS:GFP transgenic embryos to drive expression of GFP demonstrated that the zebrafish codon-modified version produced a 2.5-fold increase in GFP protein (Figure 4f ). (v) The nitroreductase NfsB from E. coli converts nitroimidazole substrates into cellular toxins for targeted ablation experiments (17, 75) . NfsB has below threshold optimal codon usage and an excess of minor codons. After injection of embryos with E. coli NfsB mRNA and treatment overnight with the substrate metronidazole, around 30% of embryos were dead or severely deformed. As we previously described (22) , the fraction of affected embryos increased 1.6-fold with the zebrafish-modified version (Figure 4g ). (vi) Tol1 is a transposase encoded by active transposable elements in Medaka (20) . Tol1 showed suboptimal codon use, an excess of rare codons and a Kozaklike sequence not present in any highly expressed gene. We generated transgenic embryos expressing GFP by injection of embryos with Tol1 mRNA and the ␤actin:Switch plasmid which includes transposon recognition sequences. We anticipated that greater Tol1 protein expression would produce transgenic embryos with stronger GFP expression due to less mosaicism because of earlier transgene integration or a larger number of integrations. The zebrafish version showed a 2.4-fold increase in GFP expression ( Figure 4h ).
Together, these experiments confirm the reliability of our algorithm for engineering codon sequences in zebrafish for increasing expression. Nucleotide selection to match features of highly expressed zebrafish genes yielded between a 1.5-and 2.5-fold increase in biological activity for five of the six genes tested. Codon use for the control version of the remaining gene (TagRFPT) was already within the range of highly expressed genes in zebrafish.
Effect of non-coding sequences on protein expression
We next assessed whether protein expression could be further increased by including non-coding nucleotide features enriched in highly expressed genes (Figure 5a ). Because highly expressed genes were rarely intronless, we first tested incorporating an intron into a transgene construct. Transgenics are efficiently produced in zebrafish using transposon-based methods (13) . Initial strong but punctate expression from non-integrated plasmid is followed by weaker but broad expression from randomly integrated copies of the plasmid (Figure 5b ). Introns more strongly increase protein expression when placed in 5 UTR sequences than 3 UTR sequences (4) and indeed in zebrafish are more often found in 5 UTR than 3 UTR sequences (69), possibly because the presence of a stop codon in any but the last exon is a signal for nonsense mediated decay (76) . We tested the intron of ubiquitin C (ubc) and the first intron of zgc:77112, selected because they are normally present in the 5 UTR of a highly expressed gene. As a benchmark, we used the rabbit β-globin intron which was previously reported to increase expression in zebrafish (12, 77) . The zgc:77112 intron did not influence expression, whereas the ubc intron and the β-globin intron increased reporter expression 2.8-fold and 1.6-fold respectively (Figure 5c ).
The stop tetranucleotide UAAA was enriched in highly expressed genes. Biased use of a stop tetranucleotide may serve to suppress read-through translation rather than to increase protein expression (78) . We measured the effect on both protein expression and read-through using Cer-Stop-TagRFPT constructs, where the stop tetranucleotide of Cer was followed by an in-frame coding sequence for TagRFPT. Read-through should result in TagRFPT expression, while increased termination efficiency should promote Cer expression. We compared three tetranucleotide sequences: the rarely used UAGg, the moderately frequent UAAU and the preferred UAAA. We did not detect read-through for any of the constructs ( Supplementary Figure S6a and b ) and observed that UAAA increased expression of Cer 2.9fold compared to UAAU (Figure 5d , Supplementary Figure  S6c -e). Unexpectedly, the UAGG terminator sequence also showed a small but significant increase in expression compared to UAAU.
Highly expressed genes tended to have short 3 UTRs. We compared expression of TagRFPT fused to 3 UTRs of different lengths: two from highly expressed zebrafish genes with short 3 UTRs (ribosomal protein S26 (rps26) and guanine nucleotide binding protein beta polypeptide 2like 1 (gnb2l1)), the SV40 late polyadenylation sequence commonly used in zebrafish (31) , the 3 UTR from the Autographa californica nucleopolyhedrovirus p10 gene shown to promote expression in Drosophila (7), a sequence comprising the polyA signal from the gene encoding the ocean pout (Macrozoarces americanus) antifreeze protein (afp) (25) and a sequence derived from the non-coding region of the rabbit β-globin last exon in the pCAGGS vector frequently used in transgenic mice (79) . Each of these 3 UTRs contains both the AAUAAA motif required for pre-mRNA cleavage and a U-rich region similar to a cytoplasmic polyadenylation motif (80) that allow processing of in vitro transcribed mRNA. We also tested expression of TagRFPT made from the pSP64T plasmid commonly used for microinjection into xenopus oocytes (28) . After injection, mRNA with UTRs from rps26 and gnb2l1 did not confer increased expression relative to the SV40 polyA, indicating that although highly expressed genes in zebrafish tend to have shorter 3 UTRs, there was no relationship between the expression levels and the length of the 3 UTR. pSP64T derived mRNA also failed to increase expression. The strongest expression was seen from mRNAs using the afp and the β-globin 3 UTRs (Figure 5e ). We also tested whether incorporating a woodchuck hepatitis virus PRE in the 3 UTR increased protein expression. PREs increase expression in transgenic mice and Drosophila and in mammalian cell culture (5, 7, 81) . However in mRNA injections, the presence of a PRE strongly suppressed protein expression and in transgenic larvae, the PRE had no effect on expression suggesting that this element is not biologically active in zebrafish (Supplementary Figure S7) .
In summary, these results indicated that the afp 3 UTR and the ubiquitin C intron were the most effective noncoding elements for increasing expression. We next tested whether the ubc intron, afp 3 UTR and codon modifica-PAGE 11 OF 14 Nucleic Acids Research, 2015, Vol. 43, No. 7 e48 tion used in combination retained their ability to increase gene expression, or gave additive effects (Figure 5f ). We first confirmed that inclusion of the ubc intron increased expression compared to the HuC:Cer-sv40 transgene (3.1-fold). Replacement of the sv40 3 UTR with the afp 3 UTR did not provide a further boost in expression. Moreover, transgenic larvae with the ubc intron, unmodified Cer and sv40 3 UTR, showed stronger expression than larva made with constructs using the β-globin 3 UTR or codon-modified Cer.zf1. Thus codon modification, intron inclusion and 3 UTR selection did not produce additive effects on expression in transgenic larvae. To facilitate synthetic gene design, we constructed a set of vectors incorporating these elements for common experimental manipulations in zebrafish (Figure 5g) .
DISCUSSION
Genetic methods offer the opportunity to target defined cell populations with unprecedented spatiotemporal specificity. However, robust protein expression is often essential for manipulations of cellular function or visualizing cell structure. In principle, the many different nucleotide sequence features that have been proposed to contribute to protein expression levels offer a simple way to increase expression. However, few studies have rigorously compared multiple features in a single experimental system to determine which sequence features reliably increase expression. By systematically measuring the effect on expression of features that were enriched in genes that are highly expressed during development, we have developed a software package for codon selection and expression vectors for rational gene design. We validated these tools by increasing the biological activity of a set of proteins that are commonly used in zebrafish experiments. Engineering coding sequences using our algorithm increased functional protein expression between 1.5-and 2.5-fold for five of the six genes tested, whereas the outlier, TagRFPT, already possessed characteristics within the normal range for highly expressed genes in zebrafish. Expression was also increased 2.8-fold by the ubc intron, 2.9-fold with the UAAA stop tetranucleotide and 1.9-fold with afp 3 UTR.
Sequence features that individually promoted expression did not produce additive effects when combined in transgenic larvae. This may be due to a ceiling effect, beyond which additional elements interfere with protein expression. Instead, our findings suggest alternative strategies for boosting gene expression: that the optimal approach for mRNA injection experiments is to use codon modification or the afp 3 UTR in the pCS2z vector whereas for transgenic experiments, the best strategy is to use the ubc intron with the afp 3 UTR.
Competing hypotheses have been advanced to explain patterns of codon bias in genes that are highly expressed. It has been suggested that codon selection does not serve to increase protein expression, but rather that evolutionary pressure on genes that are highly expressed (for example, from strong promoters) alters codon usage to avoid sequestering ribosomes, thereby improving cell fitness (11) . Another hypothesis is that codons are selected to minimize mis-translation (82) . Recent ribosome profiling experiments have shown a significant correlation between the elongation rate across segments of mRNA and local adaptation to the tRNA pool, suggesting that codon use does influence translation efficiency (83) . By measuring protein activity derived from defined amounts of injected mRNA, our data supports the concept that codon bias does contribute to increased protein expression.
Our model for codon selection suggests that sequences that have already been engineered to match patterns of codon bias in mammals are likely to be expressed efficiently in zebrafish. It may nevertheless be valuable to recode native fish or mammalian mRNAs when making transgenic animals, because it has recently been shown that around 15% of codons in human exome sequence are part of transcription factor binding sequences (84) . Recoding mRNAs will remove these elements, potentially preventing regulation that may reduce protein expression in some cells. However, we anticipate that in some cases, recoding mRNAs will not enhance expression even where codon use is sub-optimal. Clusters of rare codons may facilitate protein folding by inducing ribosome pausing (85) . Thus expression of some non-native genes may require insertion of minor codon clusters at the corresponding positions.
Non-coding elements also increased expression. Surprisingly, 3 UTRs from highly expressed zebrafish genes did not confer stronger expression than the widely used SV40 polyA. Rather, the most effective 3 UTR was from ocean pout afp, a cassette originally cloned as part of a gene transfer cassette for fish gene transfer experiments (86) . Of the three introns tested, expression was most strongly promoted by the single intron of ubc, a gene from the highly expressed group. This intron is in the 5 UTR of the gene, the same position as in our tests. The mammalian ubc intron contains two binding sites for the Yin Yang 1 (YY1) transcription factor that increase expression through a splicingdependant mechanism (87). The zebrafish intron contains a single near-consensus match to the YY1 binding site and may therefore increase expression by a similar means. Because introns are only found in genes it has been suggested that introns may inhibit general mechanisms to suppress transcription and translation from intergenic regions (88) . Similarly, the presence of an intron may differentiate endogenous genes from active retrotransposons. Transgenes in zebrafish and mice are susceptible to silencing (89-91), and it is plausible that the presence of an intron may help to suppress epigenetic mechanisms for silencing foreign DNA elements. It has also been suggested that reduced CG dinucleotide content may decrease the rate of transgene silencing (25) . Accordingly, the algorithm in CodonZ avoids CG dinucleotides ( Supplementary Table S2 ).
In summary, we have developed an experimentally validated algorithm for codon selection that enhances gene expression in zebrafish and constructed a set of vectors to aid rational design of transgenes and mRNA expression vectors. The sequence features that we used for increasing expression were identified by analyzing genes that are highly expressed during early embryonic development in zebrafish. The rapid pace of development suggested that genes required during this period should be adapted to allow efficient protein expression. This approach can be readily adapted to any organism by identifying highly expressed e48 Nucleic Acids Research, 2015, Vol. 43, No. 7 PAGE 12 OF 14 genes in cell populations under similar constraints. Indeed, our analysis of highly expressed genes in mice suggests that the same principles may promote expression in mammals. Research in many fields increasingly relies on genetic methods for manipulating or monitoring cell function, and there is a strong interest in synthetic biology for the construction of artificial genetic circuits. We therefore anticipate that these tools will facilitate a wide range of manipulations in which robust protein expression levels are essential.
